Applications were invited for filling up vacant posts of Associate Professors vide Notification No. Ad.H/30652/2017/2 dated 27-11-2017. The following corrections in the Notification are brought to notice of all concerned that:

1. Sl. No. 8. Publications in (a) journals with ISSN (Journals approved by the UGC) and (b) Books with ISSN (of the list of documents, under the Heading “How to apply”) is corrected to read as:

   Publications in :
   (a) Journals with ISSN (Journals approved by the UGC)
   (b) Books with ISBN

2. Sl. No. 10. University approved Teaching/Research Experience in relevant area above 8 years (exclusive of contract appointment) (of the list of documents, under the Heading “How to apply”), is corrected to read as:

   University approved Teaching/Research Experience in the relevant area for 8 years and above (Teaching Experience, acquired as regular teacher in University Departments/Government and aided colleges/State and National Institutes will only be counted).

The original notification stands corrected accordingly.

Sd/-
REGISTRAR
(In charge)

Thiruvananthapuram
Dated : 29-11-2017
Applications were invited for filling up vacant posts of Associate Professors vide Notification No. Ad.H/30652/2017/2 dated 27-11-2017. The following correction in the Notification and application form is brought to notice of all concerned that:

Sl. No. 09. Post Doctoral Research during the period of qualifying service specifying
   d) UGC Research associateship/Fellowships in reputed National Institutions of duration less than 1 year (self sponsored research will not be considered)
   (of the list of documents, under the Heading “How to apply” in the Notification)
   and

Sl. No. 18. Post Doctoral Research during the period of qualifying service specifying
   d) UGC Research associateship/Fellowships in reputed National Institutions of duration not less than 1 year (self sponsored research will not be considered)
   (of STEP 4 : FELLOWSHIPS, PUBLICATIONS, EXPERIENCE, AWARDS, ETC. of online application form)

are corrected to read as

Post Doctoral Research during the period of qualifying service specifying
   d) UGC Research associateship/Fellowships in reputed National Institutions of duration **not** less than 1 year (self sponsored research will not be considered)

The original notification and the online application form have been corrected accordingly.

sd/-
REGISTRAR
(In charge)

Thiruvananthapuram
Dated : 04-12-2017
Applications were invited for filling up vacant posts of Associate Professors vide Notification No. Ad.H/30652/2017/2 dated 27-11-2017. It is brought to the notice of all concerned that the following clause under “Qualifications” in the Notification stands withdrawn:

6 (ii) In the case of Ph.D holder, who had registered prior to 11th July 2009, a Certificate from the Vice-Chancellor/Pro-Vice-Chancellor/ Dean (Academic Affairs)/ Dean (University Instructions) of the University which issued the Degree, to the effect that the Ph.D has been awarded fulfilling the following conditions:

a) Ph.D Degree of the candidate awarded in regular mode only.
b) Evaluation of the Ph.D. thesis by at least two external examiners.
c) Open Ph.D. viva voce of the candidate had been conducted
d) Candidate has published two research papers from his/her Ph.D. work out of which at least one must be in a refereed journal
e) Candidate has made at least two presentations in conferences/seminars, based on his/her Ph.D work.

[as contemplated in the UGC (Minimum Qualifications for Appointment of Teachers and other Academic Staff in Universities and Colleges and Measures for the Maintenance of Standards in Higher Education) (4th Amendment), Regulations, 2016].

The original notification stands modified to the above extent.

Sd/-
REGISTRAR
(In charge)

Thiruvananthapuram
Dated : 05-12-2017